INDUSTRY STAR - INTERIOR DECORATION & FINISHING WORKS

the perfect
interior
Mr. Eric Seah
Topz Gallery Private Limited
Established in June 2006, Topz Gallery has established itself in the sphere of
interior decoration and nishing works as a leading rm providing
professional consultation, design, assessment, surveying and measurement
services. The company also offers retro tting, alteration and addition
services. From residential kitchen counter tops to exotic bar counter tops,
Topz Gallery is known for the diverse range of materials they carry and their
high precision workmanship.
Their equally diverse clientele covers commercial, residential, educational
and medical sectors - making them a bona de household name in the
industry. Whilst traditional rms have been facing dif culties attracting new
customers, Topz Gallery has established itself well with the Gen Z population
due to the rm’s innovative products and services.
Starting as a sales person for another company back in 1998, Eric discovered
the endless potential and design options that the products he was selling
could create. With the encouragement of customers, he took a leap of faith,
starting his own company in 2006 in order to realise his dreams of creating
unique designs that he could call his own.

“BEING ON PAR IN TERMS OF PRICE
AND QUALITY ONLY GETS US INTO THE GAME.
IT IS THE SERVICE THAT WINS THE GAME. ”

From day one, business had been forth-coming and by 2011, the company
had graduated from small scale jobs to direct projects for HDB BTO
residences. In the course of expansion, Eric strategically upgraded to a newly
built 2-unit freehold B2 factory to house a larger workshop with improved
facilities and equipment. The company steadily built a strong network of
quality suppliers and obtained the bizSAFE Star certi cation. Today, Topz
Gallery houses a dedicated team of 12, a four-fold growth from the three
staff at the rm’s inception.

Up Close and Personal
Q: What excites you about the future of your industry?
A: In this ever changing era, the preferences of the Gen X, Gen Y and
Gen Z population are vastly different. Gone are the days when people
just expect a wooden cabinet counter top. I have been in this line for the
past 20 years and have introduced many alternative materials to replace
wood, such as solid surface, Quartz Stone, Natural Granite and Marble,
Porcelain and Lava Stone. We even cater to connoisseurs wanting to have
unique materials quarried from sites of ancient volcanic activity. With
these innovative materials, I believe I could glamorise the dream home
or of ce of each customer for many years to come.

Having been in the market for 16 years, the company’s list of achievements is
substantial. They also boast test reports of materials from a Singapore
accredited inspection centre, on-time delivery and no detrimental comments
from any government websites and blogs. One of their core value-adds to
customers is their expertise in providing both technical explanations and
detailed design drawings to help customers understand the proposed
solutions in a clear and succinct manner.

Q: How do you approach problems in life?
A: I tend to face problems with a calm and positive mind whilst being
open to all suggestions. Also, I strive to research and analyse the
problem, make robust decisions and implement necessary actions to
counter the problem. Understanding that life is forever changing and
everyday is a new challenge, I keep my positive mind on track and
ghting spirit burning.

Between 2015 and 2016, the company clinched a deal to service the entire
stretch of Punggol Drive - comprising HDB projects slated for concurrent
handover. This included the Punggol Waterway Brooks (PEC40), Punggol
Waterway Ridges (PEC39), Punggol Waterway View (PEC39B), Punggol
Waterway Woodcress (PEC38) and Punggol Waterway Sundew (PEC35)
areas.

Q: Passion or Practicality?
A: For me, both. Practicality to me is a part of reality. Reality to me means
having a pro table company. And having a passion for what I am doing
helps me to create a beautiful reality for my customers. But if there is only
one to choose, I will choose Passion.

As a keen advocate for environmental sustainability, Eric and his team are
also concerned about the effects of global warming. As such, they make
consistent efforts to reduce the usage of chemicals for bonding, employ
more recyclable tools, use more durable products, promote materials that
can be more easily reinstated and implement a series of waste management
measures. During the pandemic, the rm also focused on new products that
have seamless and non-porous properties, creating a bacteria migrant free
environment. At the same time, Topz Gallery also explored the use of more
natural products that had minimal chemicals.

Q: How has your past experience helped you as an entrepreneur
and business person?
A: My vast experience during my last 20 years has helped me to
understand the opportunities that exist in this ever changing times. It has
made me more familiar with the forces of supply and demand and I have
become more apt in identifying and recognising opportunities. It all boils
down to observing the current and future economical, technological,
social, design and purchasing power trends.
Q: How do you stand out from your competitors?
A: We are proud to be recognised in the Promising SME 500 2020
campaign and are aiming to be featured in future Promising SME 500
campaigns as well. We are also the only company in our trade to have
both the bizSAFE Star and ISO 45001 certi cations. Our materials are self
re-tested and endorsed by a Singapore accredited tester for enhanced
quality assurance whereas many of our competitors only test their
products at the country of origin. Having our sales of ce, showroom and
fabrication workplace under one roof means that our processes are
always open to customers for viewing and scrutinisation.

The company has certainly come a long way. Shedding perspective on its
exponential growth, Eric is quick to attribute his success to his customers. He
and his team are constantly driven to provide the highest and best quality
products and services to them. Keeping the customers happy is a core
priority for Eric, understanding that word of mouth ultimately is the best form
of advertising for Topz Gallery. With a strong team, creative vision and a heart
for his customers - this home-grown rm is certainly aiming for the very top.
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